Business Session
Reports for the business session are in separate documents. Please see Treasurer report, Secretary report,
Archivist report, and Facilitator report separately.
Web-servant report points of interest!
Pros and cons of the two current web sites that we are using right now.
Distribute the emails of the trusted servants of the forum to the contact list.
Time to pay the hosting service and the domain name. Need to make the decision to either make a change or
not. Need to decide if we want to change the hosting service.
Shut down the yahoo group. Every region can have their own email directed to the RD at the new web-site.
When forwarding email- should we use a web-based email accounts. People who do not have computers or
email accounts- there can be an account set-up for them to use from any access point.
Reports are completed except from the Ad-hoc.
No direction was given to the ad hoc chair- and that person is not attendance this weekend.
Tom: Likes the idea of having the selection process based on the actual resume… What is best for the forum in
order to get our trusted servants in place. Maybe needs to have been an RD.
Mike: Likes the idea that the person should not have to be present. The people of the forum should be able to
use the tools in place to communicate with that person about their willingness to serve.
Dickie- If there is something that needs to add or change- that needs to be stated or made clear so that we can
get to the solution.
Ruben- Go with what is in place. Is that what we intend to do?
Mindy- It should not be mandatory that the person be present to get voted in. Maybe they are being responsible
to their education, family, etc.
Keith- it is important that a person be part of the forum in order to be able to serve it. It is important that people
get here to the table if they want to serve the body.
Mindy- Are we supposed to just be thinking about what is in place and what might need to be changed??? This
is just about what is getting discussed in the halls. It needs to be in the forum and on the floor.
What does the zone provide that the regions cannot?
Like to see the zone make a difference. (Fellowship development in the regions that need it)
Keith- were at the end of our published timeline. Selection in Kentuckiana for the new SZF Rep.
Michelle- Clarify- Brainstorm a solution and talk at the next forum about ideas of what to do? Yes
Tim- Why don’t we develop a method where we make decisions and we don’t have to be here to do it?
Doing it between forums.
Selection process:
Questions for Margaret

Tim- We are going through this again in July- OK with being elected from now until July. Also OK with being
re-elected at that time.
Travis – what will you bring to the body – structural and organization capability. Like being part for the forum.
Mike – Timeline oriented- what will be done to rectify this issue? I will not be late on reports and things.
Tim- What are your intentions? To serve the body in the best way that I can. To try and do her best at serving
the forum.
Keith- Representing the forum- how do you feel about this forum and the ideal behind it. In her heart- feels
very positive about the forum as an activity.
Tom- what is your communication relationship with the World Board? Communication with Jane and Bob
there is a relationship with… there are others that are known- maybe not well.
Michelle- define Humility in your own words- what is your most challenging moment in service?
Communicating to her region the information in a way that they understand it and are positive with their
response.
During the CAR workshop- we would like the history behind the motions and not the actual board
recommendation.
What topics will be discussed in the Kentuckiana Region?
Draft of the SZF report to the WSC needs to be in the next forum.
Polarization of meetings- possible solutions???

